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About CrossML

CrossML was founded in 2019 with a clear mission: to
revolutionize AI Solutions. We have since been at the
forefront of cutting-edge innovations, providing high-quality
technology products and services to our clients. Our
commitment to excellence is underpinned by our core
values of innovation, collaboration, and customer focus.

At Crossml, we help business though
out the AI journey. We identify AI use
cases, build secure AI products and
Scale them to production. We help our
clients to future proof their business.
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Gartner Says More
Than 80% of
Enterprises Will Have
Used Generative AI
APIs or Deployed
Generative AI-Enabled
Applications by 2026.

Generative AI (GenAI) is rapidly evolving and holds immense potential
for various industries. Understanding and embracing GenAI is crucial for
executives, it will help them with :-

Smarter decisions: GenAI analyzes vast data, predicts risks, and
personalizes recommendations for better choices.
Effortless efficiency: Automate tasks, personalize content, and
streamline communication, freeing up your time.
Innovation edge: Develop new products, personalize experiences,
and optimize operations for a competitive advantage.

Objective of this guide is to help executive understand basics of GenAI
and how it could potentially help them integrate this cutting edge
technology into their current offering. This guide specifically focuses on
GenAI use case for Intelligent Document Processing(IDP) Solution's.

Importance of Gen AI for Executives

Imagine an IDP product that
understands the nuances of
language, automates complex tasks,
and even creates new documents on
its own. This is the power of
Generative AI (GenAI), and it's
poised to revolutionize the way
businesses handle documents. As an
executive, staying ahead of the curve
is crucial, and this handbook aims to
equip you with the knowledge and
confidence to integrate GenAI into
your IDP product, unlocking a new
era of efficiency, accuracy, and
innovation.

Overview

Objectives of the Guide

+80%
GenAI enablement



Understanding Basics
GenAI might sound complex, but the core concept is simple: it learns
from vast amounts of data to generate new, human-quality content.
Think of it like a highly skilled artist who, after studying countless
paintings, can create their own masterpieces.

Definition and Scope of Generative AI 

Here's how GenAI works in IDP:
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Training
We feed GenAI
model with
documents and
their extracted
data

Learning
It analyzes
patterns,
relationships,
and language
nuances.

Generation
It can perform
tasks like
extracting data
& summarizing
text.

Enhanced Accuracy: Say goodbye to manual errors and
inconsistent data extraction. GenAI's deep learning ability leads to
90%+ accuracy, even with complex documents.
Unleashing Automation: Automate tasks beyond pre-defined rules.
Generate summaries, translate languages, create custom reports,
and more, freeing up valuable human resources.
Faster Processing: Get insights from documents instantly, reducing
turnaround time and accelerating business decisions.
Uncover Hidden Insights: Go beyond basic extraction. GenAI can
identify anomalies, predict trends, and extract information even
humans might miss.

GenAI offers strategic advantages:



Aspect Traditional IDP GenAI-powered IDP

Data Processing
Approach

Rule-based algorithms for
document extraction and
processing.

AI-driven algorithms for
dynamic document analysis.

Adaptability to
New Document
Types

Limited adaptability, often
requiring manual
adjustments for new
document formats.

Greater adaptability due to AI
capabilities, enabling quicker
adjustment to new document
types.

Training
Requirements

Relies on predefined rules
and templates, requiring
manual training.

Learns from data, reducing
the need for extensive
manual training.

Automation Level

Semi-automated
processes with human
intervention for ambiguous
cases.

Higher automation levels
with the ability to handle
complex cases
autonomously.

Handling
Unstructured
Data

Limited capability to
handle unstructured or
variable data formats.

Improved handling of
unstructured data through
advanced pattern recognition
and natural language
processing.

Cost Efficiency

Initial implementation
costs may be high, and
ongoing maintenance can
be resource-intensive.

Potential for cost savings
over time as the system
becomes more efficient with
continuous learning and
adaptation.

Real-time
Processing

Limited real-time
processing capabilities.

Improved real-time
processing with continuous
learning and optimization.

Traditional IDP vs GenAI-powered IDP



The Strategic Impact
This is the power of Generative AI (GenAI), poised to revolutionize the
way your business handles documents. Forget manual errors, slow
processing, and limited data extraction. GenAI delivers unmatched
accuracy, automates complex tasks, and unlocks hidden insights,
propelling you ahead of the competition. Embrace GenAI and transform
your IDP into a strategic asset, driving efficiency, innovation, and growth
for your business.

Beyond Automation,
True Intelligence

Don't settle for simple automation.
GenAI goes beyond, mimicking
human intelligence to unlock true
document understanding. Think
smart summarization of lengthy
reports, anomaly detection that
catches hidden risks, and even
custom report generation based on
your needs. Gain deeper insights,
make faster decisions, and unlock
the full potential of your data.

+90%
Accuracy

Traditional IDP tools struggle with
complex documents and manual
intervention bottlenecks. GenAI
can help unlock efficiency gains,
free up valuable resources, and
gain a competitive edge.

By embracing GenAI strategically, IDP product developers can unlock
significant benefits in terms of personalization, efficiency, innovation,
and customer experience. it is also crucial to address ethical
considerations, data privacy, and transparency to ensure responsible
and trustworthy AI implementation.



Enhanced Accuracy and Reliability:
90%+ accuracy: GenAI's deep learning capabilities significantly reduce
manual errors and inconsistencies in data extraction, leading to
trustworthy results.
Complex document handling: It tackles unstructured and diverse
documents with ease, extracting information even traditional methods
miss.

Unleashing Automation and Efficiency:
Automate beyond pre-defined rules: Go beyond basic extraction and
perform tasks like summarization, translation, and anomaly detection.
Improved scalability: Handle large volumes of documents effortlessly,
adapting to fluctuating business needs.

Faster Insights and Decision-Making:
Real-time processing: Gain instant insights from documents, enabling
quicker decision-making and improved responsiveness.
Predictive capabilities: Utilize GenAI for forecasting future outcomes
based on extracted data, gaining a competitive edge.

Strategic Differentiation and Innovation:
Unlock new service offerings: Leverage GenAI to develop innovative
services like sentiment analysis or custom document generation.
Future-proof your business: Embrace the leading edge of technology and
prepare for the evolving landscape of document processing.

Quantifiable Benefits:
Cost savings: Reduced rework, faster processing, and improved
accuracy translate to significant cost reductions.
Improved customer satisfaction: Faster turnaround times, accurate
results, and innovative services enhance customer experience.
Competitive advantage: Stand out in the market with a cutting-edge IDP
solution, attracting and retaining customers.

Key Oppurtunities
OUTCOMES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR IDP



Potential Use Cases
As an executive, you understand the crucial role of efficiency and
accuracy in document processing. Traditional IDP solutions, while
valuable, have limitations. Manual intervention slows things down, pre-
defined rules lack flexibility, and data extraction accuracy suffers. GenAI
breaks these barriers. Following are some of potential use cases of
GenAI in IDP Solutions.

Automated 
Summarization

Data Extraction 
Enhancement

Anomaly 
Detection

Content Editing &
Translation

Condense intricate reports, contracts, or
customer reviews into concise, accurate
summaries. GenAI streamlines information
access, facilitates crucial decision-making, and
empowers users to navigate vast data
landscapes efficiently.

Eliminate tedious manual data extraction! GenAI
extracts relevant information from complex or
unstructured documents with impressive
accuracy. This ensures faster integration,
streamlines workflows, and unlocks data-driven
insights for improved operational effectiveness.

Proactively identify suspicious activity or
deviations from established patterns.This
empowers timely intervention, safeguards your
organization, and enhances security posture by
flagging potential risks in real-time.

Generate high-quality marketing materials,
reports, or training documents effortlessly with
GenAI. Additionally, translate content
accurately while preserving context and tone,
fostering global collaboration.

POTENTIAL FEATURES THAT GENAI COULD OFFER IN IDP



Navigating Technologies
KEY TOOLS FOR LEVERAGING GEN AI CAPABILITIES

Text summarization, generation, classification,
open-ended Q&A, information extraction,
embeddings and search.

Multilingual LLMs from Al21 for text generation in
Spanish, French, German,

LLM from Anthropic for thoughtful dialogue,
content creation, complex reasoning, creativity
and coding, based on constitutional Al and
harmlessness training.

Amazon Titan

Jurassic-2

Claude 2

From Cohere, a text-generation model for
business applications and embeddings model for
search, clustering or classification in 100+
languages.Command &

Embed

A Stability.ai model for the generation of unique,
realistic and high-quality images, art, logos and
other designs.

Stable Diffusion

Azure OpenAI Service provides access to
OpenAI's powerful language models including
the GPT-4, GPT-4 Turbo with Vision, GPT-3.5-
Turbo, and Embeddings models.

Azure OpenAI



Adoption Strategy
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INTEGRATING GENAI ISN'T JUST ABOUT TECHNOLOGY;
IT'S A STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATION.

Begin by pinpointing areas where GenAI
can significantly impact your IDP.
Analyze bottlenecks, error rates, and
user feedback to identify pain points.

Identify 
Value 
Drivers

1.
Select the approach that aligns with
your resources and goals. Evaluate
cost, development time, and long-term
maintainability for each option.

Choose Your
GenAI
Journey

2.
Clean and organize your data, ensuring
consistency and clarity. Label relevant
information accurately to guide the
model's learning process.

Prepare Your
Data
Foundation

3.
Choose the integration method that best
fits your existing IDP infrastructure and
workflow. Prioritize a smooth UX and
minimal disruption to ongoing operations.

Integrate for
Seamless
Impact

4.
Responsible AI integration is key.
Establish clear guidelines for ethical use,
addressing bias, transparency, and data
privacy. 

Build Trust
and Measure
Success

5.



Addressing Challenges
and Risks
Generative AI (GenAI) promises to transform IDP by automating tasks,
personalizing experiences, and extracting valuable insights. By
proactively addressing these risks, organizations can unlock the
potential of GenAI while ensuring responsible and trustworthy IDP
solutions. 

Key challenges:

1. Bias & Fairness: Ensure unbiased training data and fair algorithms to
avoid discriminatory outcomes.

2. Explainability & Transparency: Employ explainable AI (XAI) and
clear communication to build user trust.

3. Data Privacy & Security: Implement robust security measures,
anonymize sensitive data, and adhere to regulations.

4. Job Displacement & Skills Gap: Invest in skills development
programs to prepare for new job opportunities.

5. Misuse & Malicious Actors: Establish ethical guidelines and
collaborate with stakeholders to mitigate potential misuse.

AI Insights Series



Future Trends and
Innovations
By embracing GenAI now, you're positioning your IDP product
for future success. GenAI is rapidly evolving, and the future
holds exciting possibilities:
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Powerful Models
Expect continued
advancements in AI
algorithms, leading to
even more accurate and
versatile functionalities.
Imagine GenAI
understanding complex
legal documents or
generating personalized
marketing content.

Human-AI
Collaboration
GenAI won't replace
humans; it will augment
their capabilities. Imagine
leveraging GenAI for tasks
like anomaly detection
while focusing on strategic
analysis and decision-
making.

Domain-Specific
Solutions
GenAI models tailored to
specific industries and
document types will
emerge.Healthcare,
finance, and legal sectors
will benefit from specialized
solutions catering to their
unique needs.

Explainable AI
Understanding how GenAI
arrives at its outputs will
become increasingly
important. Expect
advancements in
explainability techniques,
building trust and
transparency.



Conclusion
This handbook has equipped you with a comprehensive understanding
of GenAI's potential for revolutionizing IDP. From automating tedious
tasks like data extraction and summarization to enhancing content
creation and translation, GenAI offers exciting opportunities to optimize
workflows, gain deeper data understanding, and create exceptional user
experiences.
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However, harnessing this power responsibly necessitates addressing
key challenges:

Data Bias and Fairness: Ensure unbiased training data and fair
algorithms to avoid discriminatory outcomes in document analysis
and content generation.
Explainability and Transparency: Prioritize transparency in how
GenAI models arrive at their conclusions, fostering trust and user
acceptance.
Data Security and Privacy: Implement robust security measures to
safeguard sensitive information and comply with data privacy
regulations.
Ethical Considerations: Establish clear ethical guidelines for
generating and manipulating documents through GenAI, ensuring
responsible and trustworthy use.

By proactively addressing these challenges, you can unlock the true
potential of GenAI for your IDP solutions. Embrace a collaborative
approach, leverage this handbook as a resource, and prioritize
responsible AI practices. In doing so, you can shape the future of
intelligent document management and empower your organization to
achieve remarkable breakthroughs.



Term Description

AI Artificial Intelligence

IDP Intellligent Document Processing

GenAI Generative Artificial Intelligence

GPT Generative Pre-trained Transformer

LLMs Large Language Models

Appendix

UX User Experience
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GenAI Readiness
Assessment
Our expert team at Crossml will perform an AI
readiness assessment of your business. This
helps to understand current maturity, potential
use case and opportunities for AI enablement.

Get a free consultation from our AI Experts at
business@crossml.com
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Disclaimer:
The information contained in this document represents the
current view of CrossML on the issues discussed as of the
date of publication. The names of actual companies and
products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their
respective owners.

© 2024 CrossML Private Limited. All rights reserved.


